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Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), self-assembled by metal ions and organic ligands via coordination

bonds, have been broadly reported as an ideal template or precursor to design and prepare porous nano-

structured materials for battery application, due to their high specific surface areas, porous structures and

large pore volumes, as well as diverse and tunable structures. Versatile nanostructures, such as carbon,

metal oxide, sulfide, selenide and phosphide, have been fabricated from MOFs through pyrolysis or wet

chemistry strategies, which exhibit outstanding electrochemical performances for sodium-ion batteries

(SIBs) because of well-defined nanostructures inherited from the starting MOFs. In this review, recent

progress on MOF-derived materials for SIB anodes is summarized. The preparation methods, structure

design strategies and structure–performance relationships are briefly introduced, and some insights into

the future development of MOF-derived electrode materials for SIBs are discussed.

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, vast consumption of fossil fuels has
caused severe environmental pollution while, at the same
time, the crisis in depletion of fossil fuels has been an added
concern. Accordingly, intensive efforts have been made to

explore renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind
energy. However, most of these renewable energy sources are
intermittent, and electrochemical energy storage (EES) is
essential for renewable energy systems, to ensure a continuous
output. The well-developed lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have
been regarded as a high-performance EES alternative because
of their high energy density and longevity, as well as environ-
mental friendliness.1–3 However, with large-scale application
of LIBs in the portable electronics and electric vehicle
markets, the cost and limitations of lithium resources have
become of increasing concern.4–7 As a consequence, sodium-
ion batteries (SIBs) that work on the basis of a mechanism
similar to LIBs have received much research interest as a low-
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cost alternative to LIBs for large-scale EES applications, in view
of the abundance and low cost of sodium. However, sodium
has a much larger ionic radius than lithium (102 pm versus 76
pm), leading to sluggish kinetics and large structure changes
in the electrode materials during sodiation/desodiation cycles.
Therefore, the electrode materials for SIBs need to have well-
designed structures to achieve high electrochemical performance.

Recently, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), self-
assembled by metal-containing nodes and organic linkers via
coordination bonds, have been widely used as a significant
candidate in fields such as gas adsorption and separation, cat-
alysis, as well as energy conversion and storage, due to their
high specific surface area (SSA), porous structure and large
pore volume.8–11 MOFs feature topologically diverse and
aesthetically pleasing structures, stemming from their under-
lying topological nets. The combination of the metal-contain-
ing nodes and organic linkers provides MOFs with endless
structural possibilities. The functionality of a given structure,
with controlled connectivity of the vertices, offers even more
intriguing properties for MOFs. Up to now, more than 20 000
MOFs have been reported, showing diverse structures with
tunable porosity and controllable functional properties due to
their multiple forms in metal-containing nodes (such as metal
ions) and organic ligands.12

Normally, MOFs are not able to be used directly as electrode
materials for batteries because of their poor electronic con-
ductivity. Nevertheless, they have been widely reported as an
ideal template or precursor to design and prepare porous
nanostructured materials for batteries, by taking advantage
of their designable framework configuration and diverse
morphologies.13,14 During such synthetic processes, the uni-
formly distributed metal ions and organic ligands at the
atomic level in MOFs are favourable for producing nanosized
metal compound particles and guaranteeing uniform distri-
bution of the nanosized particles within the organic ligand
derivatives, leading to the desired nanostructures. Moreover,
the open pore structure and long-range ordering of MOFs can
provide a fast and facile channel for incoming and leaving
small molecules and ions in the transformation process, easily
producing porous nanostructures that retain the basic frame-
work of the starting MOFs. Due to the multiple forms for
metal-containing nodes and organic ligands, various metal
compounds, carbonaceous materials and their composites
with desired porous nanostructures can be conveniently
designed and fabricated from MOFs. In a frequently used strat-
egy, MOFs are pyrolyzed in an inert atmosphere to prepare a
metal compound/carbon composite. During pyrolysis, the
metal ions and organic ligands inside the MOF crystals can be
translated into metal compounds and carbon, respectively,
without long-range atomic migration, as a result of their
periodical atomic-level alignment. This leads to the formation
of well-defined metal compound nanoparticles embedded in a
porous carbon matrix structure, which partially inherits the
basic porous framework of the starting MOF. If the pyrolysis is
carried out below the thermal reduction temperature of the
metal, metal oxides are fabricated in the pyrolyzed product,

otherwise the emergence of metallic species occurs.15,16

Pure metal oxides are prepared from MOFs if the pyrolysis is
carried out in air,17,18 and pure carbon materials are obtained
by high-temperature evaporation or successive acid etching
to remove the residual metal species.19,20 In addition, if
sulfur, selenium or phosphorus resources are present in the
pyrolysis, the corresponding metal sulfide,21,22 selenide23,24 or
phosphide25,26 can be conveniently synthesized. In addition,
MOFs can also be used as resources (with template effects) for
metal species for the preparation of diverse nanostructures in
wet chemistry methods. In such a strategy, ion exchange
between the organic ligands and the desired anionic species
takes place27,28 and, in some cases, the MOFs are even comple-
tely dissolved,29,30 producing versatile nanostructures.

It should be pointed out that the structure, morphology
and composition of the MOFs, as well as the fabrication pro-
cesses and conditions, will influence the structure, mor-
phology and composition of the final products and, in turn,
the electrochemical performance. Due to the multiple forms of
MOFs, various electrode materials with colourful structures
have been fabricated from MOFs. This review summarizes
recent progress on MOF-derived materials for SIBs, focusing
on MOF-derived anode materials. Specifically, progress on
MOF-derived carbon, oxide, sulfide, selenide and phosphide,
as well as some other materials, is reviewed from a materials
science perspective.

2. Carbon

Carbon materials are the most widely used anode materials for
LIBs due to their low potential, high capacity, good stability,
abundance, and low cost.31,32 For the same reasons, carbon
anode materials are also among the most promising choices
for SIBs.33–35 However, it is well recognized that sodium can
barely intercalate into the graphite that is the commercial
anode material in LIBs, due to unfavourable thermodynamics.
Accordingly, non-graphitic or hard carbon has been intensively
studied and developed for SIBs. The house of cards model is
widely used as the model structure for hard carbon in studying
the alkali-ion storage mechanism.36 It is believed that hard
carbon consists of randomly distributed turbostratic and
cross-linked domains with graphene nanosheets and expanded
interlayer spacing, as well as micropores formed between these
microstructures. Sodium storage mechanisms, including: (1)
intercalation between graphene sheets in turbostratic graphitic
structures; (2) storage in closed micropores; and (3) surface
and defect absorption, have been demonstrated for hard
carbon.37 Therefore, improvements in microstructure, porosity
and morphology are crucial for high-performance, hard-
carbon anode materials. These factors are very sensitive to the
carbon precursor and the preparation process, such as the cal-
cination temperature. Because of their versatility in compo-
sition, pore structure and morphology, MOFs have exhibited
high promise as colourful precursors for hard-carbon anode
materials for SIBs.
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Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration of the synthetic route for
MOF-derived carbons. When MOFs are pyrolyzed in an inert
atmosphere, in situ formation of carbon species can be rea-
lized through carbonization of the organic ligands in the MOF
scaffolds.38,39 High-temperature evaporation or successive acid
etching removes the residual metal species, producing pure
carbon materials.40 Under well-controlled conditions, the
obtained carbon inherits a similar morphology to that of the
MOF precursor, in spite of the high-temperature pyrolysis. The
different types of MOF precursors play an important role in
determining the structure and performance of the final
product. Microporous carbon with an SSA of 1251 m2 g−1 and
homogeneous pore size of 0.5 nm was obtained through direct
pyrolysis of ZIF-8 (Zn(2-methylimidazole)2) at 930 °C by Qu
et al.41 The as-prepared carbon showed a reversible sodium
storage capacity of 164 mA h g−1 with good cycling stability
over 50 cycles. Based on MOF-5 (Zn4O(1,4-benzodicarboxy-
late)3), Ji’s group prepared a cube-shaped porous carbon with
abundant micro/mesopores and a large SSA of 2316 m2 g−1 at
a pyrolysis temperature of 1000 °C.20 Because the abundant
micro/mesopores give a substantial contribution to capacity
via a surface-based ion storage mechanism, this porous
carbon presented a reversible sodium storage capacity of
326 mA h g−1 and maintained a stable capacity over 5000
cycles, showing much better performance than the ZIF-8-
derived carbon. Recently, Ingersoll et al. compared the struc-
tures and performances of ZIF-8- and MOF-5-derived carbons
in detail.42 They found that starting MOFs with larger, more
open pore structures would probably be beneficial for improv-
ing the capacity and rate performance of the derived carbon,
due to improved charge transfer and sodium-ion transpor-
tation. In addition, 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (BTC)-
based MOFs43,44 and ZIF-6745 (Co(2-methylimidazole)4) have
also been reported to be good precursors for the preparation
of high-performance carbon materials for SIBs.

The impact of pyrolysis temperature on the structure and
performance of MOF-derived carbons was studied by Gu
et al.45 and Liu et al.46 based on ZIF-67 and ZIF-8, respectively.
With elevation of the temperature of pyrolysis, from 600 to
900 °C, similar trends of increase in degree of carbonization
and SSA were demonstrated, but a decrease in doped nitrogen

content was observed, as shown in Fig. 2a and b. In both
studies, the carbons with developed porosity that were pyro-
lyzed at a relatively low temperature exhibited the highest
reversible sodium storage capacity (Fig. 2c and d ). This may
indicate that a large SSA is not essential for a high-perform-
ance carbon anode material. Nevertheless, a poorly developed
graphitic structure, with a high degree of disorder or defects
(such as nitrogen doping), is beneficial for sodium storage.
The ZIF-8-derived carbon pyrolyzed at 700 °C showed the
highest reversible capacity of more than 300 mA h g−1 after
500 cycles at a current density of 0.5 A g−1, as well as good
cycle stability and rate capability.46 Heteroatom doping, other
than with nitrogen, has also been reported to alter the micro-
structure of MOF-derived carbons. Zhang’s group prepared
sulfur-doped mesoporous carbons through pyrolysis of MOF-5
using sulfur powders as the sulfur source.47 Sulfur doping
(mainly in the form of C–S–C and CvS) could enlarge the
interlayer spacing of carbon and contribute more active sites
for sodium storage. As a result, the sulfur-doped mesoporous
carbon exhibited an improved reversible capacity of 270 mA h
g−1 at 100 mA g−1 and long-term cycling stability (80.5%
capacity retention after 500 cycles), as well as outstanding rate
capability (90 mA h g−1 at 3.2 Ag−1) in SIBs.

Development of a desirable morphology is important for
advanced carbon anode materials. Ji’s group assembled one-
dimensional Mn-MOFs into three-dimensional (3D) hollow
spheres by regulating the amount of poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
(PVP), and obtained 3D hollow porous carbon microspheres
via subsequent carbonization and acid treatment (Fig. 3).43

When utilized as anode materials for SIBs, the carbon micro-
spheres delivered a high capacity (314 mA h g−1 at 0.1 A g−1),
good rate capability (113 mA h g−1 at 5 A g−1) and cycling stabi-
lity. The outstanding electrochemical performance was attribu-
ted to the 3D hollow porous microsphere structure, which
enhances the mechanical stability, buffers the volume expan-

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the synthetic route for MOF-derived
carbon using ZIF-67 as an example.

Fig. 2 (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD), (b) N2 sorption isotherms, (c) rate
capability and (d) cycling performance of the ZIF-67-derived carbons
pyrolyzed at temperatures from 600 to 900 °C. Reproduced from ref. 45
with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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sion, and accelerates the transport of Na+ and electrons.
Recently, Liu et al.19 developed N-rich porous carbon
nanosheets derived from two-dimensional (2D) Zn-hexamine
MOF nanosheets for SIBs. A high capacity (318 mA h g−1 at 0.1
A g−1), ultrafast capability (194 mA h g−1 at 10 A g−1) and good
long-term cycling stability (76.9% capacity retention after 1000
cycles) were delivered by these as-prepared carbon nanosheets.
The prominent high rate performance is explained by a major
capacitive effect, as revealed by the electrochemical kinetics
investigation based on cyclic voltammetry (CV) at different
scan rates. Moreover, wrinkled carbon foils48 and accordion-
like nanoporous carbon49 have also been reported to show
superb electrochemical performance in SIBs.

Constructing carbon-based composites has provided an
opportunity to achieve synergistic effects between different
components.39 Cobalt-embedded hierarchical carbon hybrids
(CoCHs) were synthesized through the stereoselective assembly
of Co-MOFs on polyacrylonitrile (PAN) accompanied by cata-
lytic pyrolysis, as illustrated in Fig. 4.39 The hybrids consisted
of free-standing, PAN-derived, interconnected carbon networks
decorated with porous multiwall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs)/CoCH. The MWCNTs were produced catalytically
by the in situ-formed Co nanoparticles during carbonization.
Profiting from the favourable effects of enhanced electrical
conductivity, as well as self-supported features, such carbon
hybrids exhibited a high specific capacity of 220 mA h g−1 and
superior stability in SIBs. Chen et al. reported the preparation
of self-assembled N-doped porous carbon nanocomposites via

the pyrolysis of ZIF-8/carbon composites grown on various
carbon frameworks (i.e. one-dimensional carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and 2D graphene oxide (GO)).50 They found that the
electrochemical performance of the carbon nanocomposite
using both CNTs and graphene substrates was enhanced com-
pared with that of bare N-doped porous carbon (NPC) or nano-
composite using only one substrate. Due to the synergistic
effect of NPC, CNTs and graphene, the optimized carbon
nanocomposite delivered a high reversible capacity of 315 mA
h g−1 and maintained a good capacity retention of 80% after
300 cycles. Moreover, MOF-derived microporous carbon has
also been regarded as an ideal template for confining nano-
sized amorphous red P in SIBs.51

3. Metal oxide
3.1 Titanium dioxide (TiO2)

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is considered to be a particularly
attractive anode material for SIBs due to its excellent stability,
abundance, non-toxicity and environmental friendliness. TiO2

presents in the form of versatile polymorphs, among which
anatase, rutile and amorphous structure are the most com-
monly reported. The sodium storage mechanism of TiO2 is
still under investigation,52 although mechanisms including
insertion, conversion reactions, and pseudocapacitance have
been reported in the literature. The crystallinity, particle size,
ionic/electronic conductivity and operating conditions are the
key factors that affect the differences in the sodiation/desodia-

Fig. 3 (a–c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, (d and e)
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, and (f ) high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) image of the 3D hollow porous carbon microspheres. (g)
The discharge–charge profiles under different cycle numbers and (h)
the rate capability of the carbon microspheres. Reproduced from ref. 43
with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 4 (a) Preparation of hierarchical CoCHs derived from M(MOFs)
@PAN fibers. (b) Cycle performance of CoCHs in SIBs at 100 mA g−1.
Reproduced from ref. 39 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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tion mechanism. Because of the sluggish sodium-ion diffusion
in TiO2, the kinetics of insertion and conversion reactions is
rather poor.53 Therefore, it is important to design nano-
structures together with a porous texture to improve the kine-
tics. In these structures, the pseudocapacitance mechanism
would play a major role, due to the high surface to volume
ratio.54,55

Taking advantage of MOFs as precursors, porous TiO2

nanostructures can be conveniently prepared.18,56 In a typical
process, terephthalic acid and tetra-n-butyl titanate
(Ti(OC4H9)4) in a mixed solvent of dimethylformamide (DMF)
and methanol react under solvothermal conditions to give
MIL-125(Ti). Subsequent calcination of the MIL-125(Ti) in air
burns out the organic ligand and produces porous TiO2 with a
morphology inherited from the MOF precursor. A cake-like,
porous TiO2 derived from MIL-125 prepared by Pan’s group
exhibited a high SSA of 96 m2 g−1 and fine particle size of
∼20 nm.18 This porous structure favours electrolyte per-
meation and shortens the sodium-ion diffusion length. Thus,
a high capacity of 250 mA h g−1 and good rate capability
(117 mA h g−1 at 4.0 A g−1) were achieved. Moreover, this cake-
like TiO2 showed excellent cycle stability, with negligible
capacity decay over 2500 cycles. It should be pointed out that
the calcination temperature is an extremely important factor
that affects the structure and electrochemical performance of
the materials. With increase in heating temperature from 380
to 500 °C, the TiO2 particles sintered and their size increased,
resulting in decreased SSA and poor electrochemical
performance.

When the calcination of Ti-MOF is carried out in an inert
atmosphere, such as N2 or Ar, the organic ligands are carbo-
nized and the in situ-formed TiO2 nanoparticles are encapsu-
lated by the carbon to construct a TiO2/carbon composite. This
carbon matrix could greatly enhance the electrochemical per-
formance of TiO2 due to increased SSA and confined particle
size, as well as improved conductivity.57 Ji’s group reported a
carbon-coated rutile TiO2 through in situ-pyrolysis of Ti-MOF.58

They found that the as-prepared carbon-coated composite
showed a larger specific surface area (245 m2 g−1 versus
12.8 m2 g−1) and better electronic conductivity compared with
pure TiO2. In addition, the carbon coating could effectively
prevent aggregation of the TiO2 nanoparticles, accelerate the
mass transfer of Na+ and speed up the charge transfer rate.
Thus, the capacity and rate capability, as well as cycle perform-
ance, of the coated TiO2 were improved.

The nature of carbon in the TiO2/carbon composite is an
important aspect determining the performance of the compo-
site. Heteroatom doping and the introduction of an additional
carbon matrix, such as graphene, have been reported to
further improve the composite. Zhao et al. fabricated a TiO2/
nitrogen-doped carbon (TiO2/NC) composite by simply substi-
tuting the organic ligand of terephthalic acid with 2-amino ter-
ephthalic acid, to synthesize NH2-MIL-125(Ti) as the precur-
sor.59 They studied the influence of calcination temperature
and found that elevating the temperature increased the degree
of carbonization, the particle size of TiO2, the content of

anatase and the SSA, while decreasing the content of doped
nitrogen, as displayed in Fig. 5 and 6. The sample calcined at
600 °C exhibited the best sodium storage performance in
terms of capacity, rate capability and cycle stability because of
its desirable anatase structure, small TiO2 particle size and
high nitrogen-doping content. Sulfur doping of the carbon
matrix is also an effective way to enhance the performance of
the TiO2/carbon composite. It has been demonstrated that
sulfur doped in porous carbon not only improves the charge
transfer, but also increases the sodium storage capacity due to
its electrochemical reactivity with sodium ions.60 In a work
reported by Zhang et al., reduced graphene oxide (RGO) was
introduced, additionally, to the TiO2/carbon composite by uti-
lizing a GO/MOF composite as precursor.61 It is believed that
the wrapping of RGO could improve the electronic conduc-
tivity, and construct a unique porous structure with iso-
oriented TiO2 nanoparticles, leading to enhanced cycling
stability and rate performance.

Defect chemistry is another promising strategy to further
enhance the performance of TiO2. It has been proven that

Fig. 5 (a) XRD patterns of NH2-MIL-125(Ti) precursor and four TiO2/NC
nanocomposites. (b) Raman spectra, (c) thermal gravimetric analysis
curves and (d) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra of
four TiO2/NC nanocomposites. (e) High-resolution N 1s spectrum of
TiO2/NC-800 (800 represents the calcination temperature, which is the
same for TiO2/NC-500, etc.). (f ) Atomic contents of various nitrogen-
doping types for the TiO2/NC nanocomposites obtained at different
temperatures. Reproduced from ref. 59 with permission from John
Wiley and Sons.

Fig. 6 TEM images of (a) TiO2/NC-500, (b) TiO2/NC-600, (c) TiO2/
NC-700, (d) TiO2/NC-800 and (e) N2 sorption isotherms of the four
TiO2/NC nanocomposites prepared at different temperatures.
Reproduced from ref. 59 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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introducing Ti3+ species or oxygen vacancies in TiO2 can sig-
nificantly narrow the band gap and facilitate electronic and
ionic conductivity.62,63 He et al. synthesized defect-rich TiO2/
carbon composites by pyrolysis of the MIL-125(Ti) precursor
with magnesium reduction.55 The as-prepared composite con-
sists of TiO2 nanocrystals with an average size of 5 nm that are
well dispersed in the carbon matrix. The presence of rich
defects and Ti3+ species in TiO2 was confirmed by XPS and
electron spin resonance. The defect-rich TiO2/carbon compo-
site exhibited a high reversible capacity of 330 mA h g−1 (com-
pared with a capacity of 261 mA h g−1 for the control sample)
and long-term cycling stability, with negligible capacity decay
over 5000 cycles in SIBs, as shown in Fig. 7. In-depth electro-
chemical kinetics investigations revealed a major pseudo-
capacitive process for the composites, which was largely
enlarged by introducing Ti3+ species and oxygen vacancies
onto the surface as well as into the bulk of TiO2. Recently, Xu
et al. presented a Co-doped TiO2/carbon composite by using
Co-doped Ti-MOFs as precursor.54 They demonstrated that
doping of Co2+ in TiO2 lead to substitution of Ti4+, decreased
the c-axis and resulted in oxygen vacancies. These oxygen
vacancies greatly improved the electrical conductivity and
electrochemical performance of the composite.

3.2 Cobalt-based oxides

Relying on a conversion mechanism, cobalt-based oxides (such
as CoO and Co3O4) are widely considered to be promising
anode materials for SIBs because of their simple synthesis,

environmental friendliness and high specific capacity.
However, they often suffer from poor rate capability and un-
satisfactory cycle performance due to inferior electronic
conductivity, poor ion transport kinetics and large volume
changes during sodium insertion/extraction processes.64

Intensive efforts have been made to address these problems.
Strategies such as reducing particle size, constructing porous
structures and introducing carbon-conducting supports have
been proposed.64,65 Interestingly, MOFs have been widely
accepted as an ideal template to construct such a desirable
porous structure with ultrafine particles, benefiting from their
versatile porosity and long-range ordering of metal ions and
organic ligands. In this structure, the nanoscale particle size
can shorten the diffusion length of ions and electrons, the
porous structure is beneficial to electrolyte permeation and
volume change buffering, and the carbon support can
enhance the electrical conductivity of the composite and allevi-
ate structure change upon cycling.

Up to now, porous structures with various morphologies
derived from versatile MOFs have been reported. Li et al.
obtained shale-like Co3O4 with layered structures composed of
ultrafine nanocrystallites (∼10 nm) from a layered cobalt-based
metal–organic compound.17 The unique structure donates an
extremely short ion-diffusion pathway and rich porosity. As a
result, the as-prepared Co3O4 showed decent electrochemical
performance in SIBs, with capacities of 380 and 154 mA h g−1 at
50 and 5000 mA g−1, respectively. Based on the interface separ-
ation resulting from a multi-step calcination in Ar and air, Mai’s
group successfully synthesized porous yolk–shell Co3O4/carbon
dodecahedra from ZIF-67.66 Because the yolk–shell structure
could alleviate the volume expansion during lithiation or sodia-
tion, and the carbon matrix is beneficial to the electrical con-
ductivity of the materials, the composite showed high capacity,
excellent rate capability and good cycling stability in both LIBs
and SIBs. High capacities of 608 and 269 mA h g−1 at 0.2 and 2
A g−1, respectively, were achieved in SIBs. A flower-like Co3O4/
carbon composite derived from Co2+ and nicotinic acid-
assembled MOFs was also reported to be a high-performance
anode, profiting from its unique flower-like structure.65

It is well known that Co is a good catalyst for the catalytic
growth of CNTs. If the pyrolysis temperature of Co-MOFs is
elevated to an adequately high value, and an appropriate
reductive atmosphere is constructed, CNTs can grow in the
product using the decomposed organic ligands as a carbon
source. Pang et al. pyrolyzed lamellar Co-MOFs at 800 °C in a
mixed atmosphere of Ar and H2, and obtained a 2D CoO/nitro-
gen-doped CNT (CoO-NCNT) composite.67 The cobalt oxide
particles were encapsulated and remained at the apical posi-
tion of the CNTs, as presented in Fig. 8. Such a structure could
guarantee superior conductivity and relieve the volume change
of the CoO during charge–discharge. Moreover, CNTs inter-
twined together could construct an effective conductive
network favouring ion transfer. The composite delivered a
capacity of 561 mA h g−1 at 200 mA g−1, and retained a
capacity retention ratio of 80.56% after 300 cycles in SIBs,
showing great potential for lithium/sodium storage.

Fig. 7 (a) Cycling performance of MTO-700 (regular TiO2/carbon) and
D-MTO-700 (defect-rich TiO2/carbon). (b) Rate performance of
MTO-700 and D-MTO-700 at various current densities. Charge–dis-
charge curves of MTO-700 (c) and D-MTO-700 (d) at various current
densities. (e) Cycling performance of D-MTO-700. Reprinted from ref.
55, Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.
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Heteroatom (such as Ni, Zn and Ti) doping has been
reported to enhance the electrochemical performance of
cobalt-based oxides. Doped oxides can be easily synthesized
via the pyrolysis of heteroatom-doped MOFs that are prepared
through bimetallic MOFs or ion exchange. The successful
doping is usually confirmed by XRD (tiny lattice distortion)
and XPS (slight shift in the binding energies of Co). In work
reported by Kaneti et al., Ni doping was supposed to intro-
duce defect sites into the atomic structure of CoO via partial
substitution.16 These defects are considered to enhance the
conductivity of the cobalt oxide (CoO) component and, hence,
the overall hybrid material. Ni and Zn doping was also
reported to provide more active sites for lithium and sodium
storage by Han et al.68,69 In another work, Li et al. found that
Ti doping could decrease the size of CoO, enhance the
specific surface area of the Ti-doped CoO@carbon composite
and, as a result, improve the pseudocapacitance contri-
bution.15 However, it remains unclear how the doped
elements function during the conversion reaction. Currently,
any conclusions that emphasize a doping enhancement
would be uncertain. Adequate and well-controlled studies are
still needed to clarify the effect of doping due to the complex-
ity of the nanocomposite system.

3.3 Other unary metal oxides

Many other unary transition metal oxides, such copper-, iron-,
nickel- and manganese-based oxides, have also been found to
be electrochemically active in SIBs. They rely on a conversion
mechanism similar to the cobalt-based oxides, and suffer from
inferior electronic conductivity, poor ion transport kinetics
and large volume changes. The MOF-derived strategy has been
adopted as an intriguing way to construct desirable structures
for these materials as well. Copper-based oxides, such as CuO

and Cu2O, have received attention because of their abundance,
chemical stability and non-toxicity.70 Using Cu-MOFs
([Cu3(BTC)2]n) as the template, Pan et al. successfully prepared
porous CuO/Cu2O composite hollow octahedra (CHO) that
consist of nanoparticles with a size of tens of nanometers, and
their influence on calcination temperature was studied.71 It
was found that the porous structure of the octahedra gradually
collapsed and the electrochemical performance declined as
the calcination temperature increased, as shown in Fig. 9. The
sample calcinated at 300 °C delivered a maximum reversible
capacity of 415 mA h g−1 after 50 cycles at 50 mA g−1 with
excellent cycling stability and good rate capability in SIBs.
With the help of GO, the same group demonstrated a porous
CuO/RGO composite derived from Cu-MOFs/GO.72 The
sodium storage capacity of this composite was elevated to
503 mA h g−1 at 100 mA g−1 and a capacity of 348 mA h g−1

could be retained even at 2 A g−1, showing decent rate capa-
bility. Kim et al. presented a CuO/Cu2O in a porous carbon
composite derived from Cu-MOFs via a programed thermal
transformation process in nitrogen and air, successively. The
composite exhibited a capacity of 303 mA h g−1 after 200 cycles
at 50 mA g−1 in SIBs. The good cycling stability was attributed
to the synergistic effect of the CuO and Cu2O micronanoparti-
cles and highly graphitized porous carbon formed by catalytic
graphitization of the Cu nanoparticles.

Fig. 8 (a) SEM image, (b) TEM image, and (c) selected area electron
diffraction analysis of Co-MOFs. (d–f ) SEM images of CoO-NCNTs at
different magnifications. (g and h) TEM and (i and j) HRTEM images of
CoO-NCNTs corresponding to the two marked regions in (h).
Reproduced from ref. 67 with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry.

Fig. 9 (a) CV curves of CHO-1 and (b) cycling performance of CHO
electrodes at a current density of 50 mA g−1. (c) Rate capabilities at
different current densities, (d) typical discharge–charge curves at
different current densities and (e) long cycling performance of CHO-1.
The CHO samples obtained from pyrolysis of MOFs at 300, 350 and
400 °C are denoted as CHO-1, CHO-2 and CHO-3, respectively.
Reproduced from ref. 71 with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Taking advantage of MIL-88-Fe-NH2 as the template and
GO as the backbone, Qi et al. reported a composite composed
of nitrogen-doped graphene (GN)-supported raspberry-like
microstructures.73 The raspberry-like microstructures (Fe3O4

QD@C-GN) were embedded with carbon-coated Fe3O4

quantum dots, as shown in Fig. 10. Due to the short diffusion
length and integrated hierarchical conductive network, this
composite favours a surface-induced process. Therefore, it
exhibited a high capacity (680 mA h g−1 at 0.2 A g−1), excellent
rate capability (161 mA h g−1 at 10 A g−1) and good cycling per-
formance. Using PVP as the stabilizing agent, Zou et al. syn-
thesized Ni-MOFs with a hierarchical, hollow, ball-in-ball
structure using nickel nitrate and trimesic acid as the metal
source and organic ligand, respectively.74 These Ni-MOFs were
transformed intact to a hierarchical hollow NiO/Ni/graphene
composite after successive carbonization and oxidation.
Graphene was believed to be catalytically produced by the
in situ-formed Ni nanoparticles during the carbonization. The
composite provided a high reversible capacity (483 mA h g−1 at
0.2 A g−1), good cycling stability (capacity fading rate of 0.2%
per cycle over 200 cycles) and rate performance (207 mA h g−1

at 2 A g−1). The authors ascribed the good electrochemical per-
formance to the well-designed hollow structure, which not
only mitigates the volume expansion of NiO during repeated
cycles, but also provides a continuous highly conductive gra-
phene matrix. Such a graphene matrix could facilitate the fast

charge transfer and form a stable solid electrolyte interphase
(SEI) layer. In addition, porous MnO@C nanorods were also
reported to be synthesized simply by annealing Mn-MOFs, and
they showed superb sodium storage performance.75

In addition to the aforementioned conversion-type oxides,
MOFs have inevitably found application in other types of
oxides, such intercalation-based vanadium oxides76,77 and
alloy-aided tin dioxide78 and zinc oxide.79 A porous shuttle-like
V2O3/C composite was reported by Liang’s group via the calci-
nation of MIL-88B(V) in Ar.76 The V2O3 had an inherent
layered structure with metallic behaviour, which could be pre-
served after sodium insertion. Hence, assisted by the uniform
carbon coating, the composite exhibited outstanding electro-
chemical performance with high capacity (417 mA h g−1 at
50 mA g−1), good rate capability (149 mA h g−1 at 2 A g−1) and
cycling stability (capacity fading rate of 0.032% per cycle over
1000 cycles). Kong et al. demonstrated that vanadium oxide/
porous carbon nanorods (VOx/PCs) with orderly slit-like 2D
pores could be derived from MOFs and showed high rate capa-
bility and ultralong cycling life for sodium storage.77

3.4 Binary metal oxides

Recently, binary metal oxides have received widespread atten-
tion as anode materials for SIBs due to their variability of
chemical composition. Notably, cobalt nickel oxide (NiCo2O4)
has been viewed as a promising, less expensive and scalable
alternative for high-performance cobalt-based oxides due to
the abundance, low cost and environmental friendliness of
Ni.80 According to previous work,80,81 the sodium storage
mechanism of NiCo2O4 can be expressed as follows:

NiCo2O4 þ 8Naþ þ 8e� ! Niþ 2Coþ 4Na2O ð1Þ

Niþ Na2O ⇄ NiOþ 2Naþ þ 2e� ð2Þ

Coþ Na2O ⇄ CoOþ 2Naþ þ 2e� ð3Þ

CoOþ 1=3Na2O ⇄ 1=3Co3O4 þ 2=3Naþ þ 2e� ð4Þ
After the first discharge, the sodium storage mechanism is

mainly based on two independent conversion reactions of the
corresponding component unary metal oxide. These conver-
sion reactions suffer from poor kinetics, as is the case for
cobalt-based oxides. Accordingly, MOFs are applied to con-
struct a porous nanostructure for this binary metal oxide.
Chen et al. synthesized hollow porous NiCo2O4 nanoboxes
based on the reaction between ZIF-67 and Ni ions, and found
that this NiCo2O4 could achieve a high reversible capacity of
531 mA h g−1 in SIBs.82 Recently, Zhang et al. reported the
preparation of hierarchical NiCo2O4/NiO/carbon nanofibers
through the in situ growth of Co/Ni-MOFs on a polymer (Co/Ni)
fiber precursor.83 When used as anode materials in SIBs, the
as-prepared composite displayed a high capacity (495 mA h g−1

at 0.1 A g−1) and outstanding rate capability (168 mA h g−1 at
5 A g−1), which were better than for the Co3O4/carbon and
NiO/carbon nanofibers. In addition, a cobalt-based binary
metal oxide, CoSnO3, was reported to be directly modified by
an in situ construction and successive pyrolysis of the Co-MOF

Fig. 10 (a) SEM image of the MOF precursors. (b) SEM image of the
final raspberry-like Fe3O4 QD@C-GN. (c) TEM images of the final rasp-
berry-like Fe3O4 QD@C-GN and the corresponding elemental mapping
images. (d) HRTEM image of Fe3O4 QD@C-GN. (e) Comparative rate
capability and (f ) cycle performance of Fe3O4 QD@C-GN and bulk
Fe3O4-GN. Reproduced from ref. 73 with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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method.84 The treatment introduced conductive N-rich
carbon, improved the porosity and, thus, enhanced the electro-
chemical performance of CoSnO3 in SIBs.

Fe-Based binary oxides (such as MgFe2O4, CoFe2O4 and
MnFe2O4) have also received attention as anode materials for
SIBs due to their low cost, high capacity and rich redox
reactions.85,86 Using non-toxic and low-cost Prussian blue
MOFs as templates, porous CoFe2O4 nanocubes with an
ordered mesoporous structure and high SSA of 106.8 m2 g−1

were prepared by Zhang et al.86 The as-prepared nanocubes
exhibited a high reversible capacity of 360 mA h g−1 after 50
cycles at 50 mA g−1, as well as good rate capability and excel-
lent cycling stability due to the short diffusion distance of the
sodium ion and buffering of the volume change by the porous
structure. By introducing a TiO2 shell on Fe-MOF nanorods via
sol–gel deposition and subsequent annealing, tiny FeTiO3

nanoparticle-embedded tubular carbon was successfully
obtained by Yu et al.87 The unique structure has advantages of
a hollow interior in the hybrid nanostructure, carbon fully
encapsulated FeTiO3 nanoparticles (5–10 nm), a flexible con-
ductive carbon matrix, and stable SEI. Thus, the as-prepared
FeTiO3/C composite presented a high capacity (535 mA h g−1

at 0.1 A g−1), good cycle stability (97% capacity retention after
3500 cycles) and remarkable rate capability (202 mA h g−1 at
5 A g−1).

4. Metal sulfides

Metal sulfides that work on the conversion mechanism have
attracted much interest as anode materials for SIBs owing to
their high specific capacity and low cost. Compared with the
conversion-type metal oxides, the Na2S product shows a
weaker Na–S bond (−1.294 eV) than the Na–O of Na2O (−1.454
eV), lowering the reaction barrier and thus increasing electro-
chemical performance.88,89 However, the major challenges for
these conversion-type metal sulfides are the huge volume
change during repeated charge–discharge cycles and their
inferior intrinsic conductivity.90,91 To address these chal-
lenges, they should be tailored to versatile nanostructures,
such as porous structures and nanocomposites combined with
carbon. Due to their superiority for controllable structures,
large surface area, tunable pore size and high porosity, MOFs
have been used as an important alternative precursor to fabri-
cate porous metal compound/carbon composite nano-
structures.28 Starting with MOFs, various sulfuration methods,
such as thermal, hydrothermal/solvothermal and two-step sul-
furation, have been developed to prepare colourful nano-
structures of metal sulfides, including cobalt-based
sulfide,92–94 iron-based sulfide,95,96 zinc-based sulfide,97,98 and
molybdenum sulfide,30,99 etc.

In the thermal sulfuration process, the calcination of
MOFs is carried out in the presence of a sulfur resource. The
metal species are sulfurized and the organic ligands are sim-
ultaneously carbonized to encapsulate the in situ-formed
metal sulfide nanoparticles, constructing a nanocomposite

with nanoparticles embedded in the carbon matrix.92,100,101

Ultrafine CoS nanoparticles embedded in porous carbon
nanorods (7-CoS/C) were facilely fabricated via calcination of
Co-MOF in the presence of sublimed sulfur and applied as
anode materials for SIBs by Zhou et al.92 Benefiting from the
advantageous embedding architecture of the CoS nano-
particles and porous carbon nanorods (Fig. 11), long-term
cycling stability (542 mA h g−1 after 2000 cycles with a
capacity retention of 91.4% at 1 A g−1) and excellent rate
capability (510 mA h g−1 at 5 A g−1 and 356 mA h g−1 at 40
A g−1) were achieved. The superb performance was believed
to be related to large partial pseudocapacitive behaviours
during the sodiation/desodiation process, as revealed by the
reaction kinetics investigations. Cao’s group reported a
hollow spherical (Co0.5Ni0.5)9S8/N-doped carbon composite
structure with ultrafine nanoparticles embedded via a facile
heating treatment of Ni-Co-MOFs with sulfur powder.102 By
optimizing the Ni/Co ratio, a superior electrochemical per-
formance was demonstrated through the balance between
capacity and cycling stability. The optimized composite
exhibited a high capacity of 723.7 mA h g−1 at 100 cycle at
1.0 A g−1 and a high rate capability with a capacity of
569.1 mA h g−1 at 10 A g−1.

Fig. 11 Brief illustration of (a) the synthesis process and (b) the sodium-
storage process of 7-CoS/C. (c–i) Phase analysis: (c) XRD pattern of the
as-prepared 7-CoS/C and 18.5-CoS/C; (d) Crystal structure of hexagonal
CoS. Morphology characterization: (e) SEM, (f and g) TEM (inset: CoS
particle size distribution diagram), (h) HRTEM and (i) EDS mapping (Co,
S, C elements) of the as-prepared 7-CoS/C. ( j) Cycling performance at
1 A g−1 and (k) rate capability of the 7-CoS/C and 18.5-CoS/C electrodes
(7-CoS/C and 18.5-CoS/C represent the MOF-derived CoS/C calcinated
at 600 and 800 °C, respectively). Reprinted from ref. 92, Copyright
(2017), with permission from Elsevier.
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The sulfuration of MOFs can also be conducted under
hydrothermal/solvothermal conditions followed by an anneal-
ing process to prepare metal sulfides. MOFs typically are dis-
solved under a hydrothermal process and act as a controlled-
release resource of metal ions for the growth of metal
sulfide.29,30 Two-dimensional holey Co4S3 (h-Co4S3)
nanosheets were prepared via sulfuration of leaf-like cobalt-
based MOFs in a solution of thioacetamide (TAA) with sub-
sequent annealing, as shown in Fig. 12.29 Profiting from the
nanosheet nature of the in-plane nanopores (10–30 nm), ultra-
thin depth (<30 nm), crumpled morphology, and micrometer-
scale lateral size, the h-Co4S3 nanosheets delivered a high
reversible capacity of 571 mA h g−1 at 0.1 A g−1, and long-life
cycling stability, with a capacity retention of 80% after 400
cycles in SIBs in ether-based electrolyte. In the case of solvo-
thermal synthesis, ethanol solvent is frequently used. MOFs
can usually preserve their morphology in this solvothermal
process.94,95 However, elevating the solvothermal temperature
results in hollow structures.103,104 Through a simple solvo-
thermal sulfuration of the ZIF-67 precursor and subsequent
calcination, Co9S8@carbon yolk–shell nanocages
(Co9S8@CYSNs) were successfully prepared, which are com-
posed of Co9S8 nanoparticles dispersed in an amorphous
carbon matrix inside a rigid carbon shell. Benefiting from this

unique structure, the Co9S8@CYSNs exhibited a large capacity
of 549 mA h g−1 at 0.1 A g−1, a superior rate capability (100 mA
h g−1 at 10 A g−1) and excellent cycle stability with a low
capacity decay of 0.019% per cycle over 800 cycles. Recently,
Lou’s group have combined solvothermal synthesis with
complex-anion conversion and exchange processes to prepare
cobalt sulfide multi-shelled nanoboxes derived from ZIF-67.27

The as-prepared cobalt sulfide showed enhanced sodium-
storage performance, which retained a high capacity of
438 mA h g−1 after 100 cycles at 500 mA g−1.

A two-step sulfuration method has also been developed to
synthesize metal sulfides from MOFs. In a typical synthesis,
MOFs are firstly pyrolyzed in an inert atmosphere to build ultra-
fine metal nanoparticles embedded in a porous carbon matrix
structure, due to the uniformly distributed metal ions and
organic ligands. Then, the structure is further subjected to
sulfuration using either a thermal or hydrothermal/solvothermal
method. The successive carbonization and sulfuration usually
result in metal sulfide nanoparticles embedded in a porous
carbon matrix structure, which favours outstanding electro-
chemical performance in SIBs.97,105 A CoS2-C/CNT nano-
composite (as shown in Fig. 13), with CoS2 nanoparticles
embedded in porous carbonaceous micropolyhedra interlinked
by CNTs, was synthesized from ZIF-67 using the two-step sulfura-
tion strategy of Ma et al.93 Due to its appealing structure, the
CoS2-C/CNT nanocomposite provided excellent energy storage
performance in SIBs, delivering a capacity of 403 mA h g−1 after
200 cycles (capacity retention of 90%) at 100 mA g−1.

Fig. 12 (a) Schematic of the fabrication of 2D h-Co4S3 nanosheets,
including the growth and sulfuration of Co-MOFs, and annealing treat-
ment of CoSx nanosheets. SEM images of (b) Co-MOFs, (c) CoSx and (d)
h-Co4S3 nanosheets. (e) CV curves of the h-Co4S3 anode in ether-based
electrolyte (1.0 M NaCF3SO3 in diglyme (DGM)). Discharge–charge
profiles of the h-Co4S3 anode in (f ) ether-based electrolyte and (g) car-
bonate-based electrolyte (1.0 M NaClO4 in EC/DEC with 5% FEC). (h)
Cycling stability of h-Co4S3 electrodes in DGM-based electrolyte and in
carbonate-based electrolyte, tested at 0.1 A g−1. Reproduced from
ref. 29 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 13 Morphological and structural features of the ZIF-67 precursor
and the Co-C/CNT intermediate. SEM and HRTEM images of (a and b)
ZIF-67 and (c–f ) Co-C/CNT. The lattice fringes highlighted in (f ) are in
good agreement with the JCPDS reference card no. 15-0806 for metal-
lic cobalt and the characteristic (002) interlayer spacing for graphitic
carbon. (g) Schematic drawing of the formation process to obtain the
CoS2-C/CNTs nanocomposite. Adapted with permission from ref. 93.
Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.
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To further enhance the electronic conductivity and buffer
the stress caused by the volume change, carbon-based
materials are introduced, in addition to the MOF-derived
metal sulfides. Yin’s group synthesized a ZnS-Sb2S3@C core–
double-shell polyhedron structure through a sulfurization reac-
tion between polymeric resorcinol–formaldehyde-coated ZIF-8
and TAA, followed by an ion exchange process between Zn2+

and Sb3+ and subsequent annealing, as displayed in Fig. 14.28

The authors found that an additional carbon shell not only
acted as a protective layer to preserve the rigid construction of
ZIF-8 and accommodate the volume changes during cycling,
but also enhanced the electronic conductivity to improve the
cycling stability and rate property. Benefiting from these struc-
tural and compositional features, the composites showed
excellent sodium storage performance with a high reversible
capacity of 630 mA h g−1 at 100 mA g−1 after 120 cycles.
Polydopamine21,106,107 and hydrothermal glucose
derivative30,108 have also been regarded as good coating layers
for MOFs to construct an additional carbon shell in the final
MOF-derived metal sulfides. Moreover, TiO2 coating is
reported to improve the electrochemical performance of MOF-
derived FeS.22 In addition, RGO has been well accepted as an
effective substrate for the construction of carbon-based nano-
composites with MOF-derived metal sulfides.96,98,109 Through
a one-step thermal transformation of three-dimensional gra-
phene (3DG)-wrapped MOF composite, a core–shell
FeS@carbon nanocomposite encapsulated within 3DG (3DG/
FeS@C) was fabricated by Bu et al.96 Benefiting from the
effective ion/charge transport and robust structural stability
guaranteed by the highly interpenetrated porous conductive

network of 3DG, the free-standing 3DG/FeS@C electrode deli-
vered a high capacity of 632 mA h g−1 after 80 cycles at 100 mA
g−1 with excellent cycling stability (capacity retention of 97.9%
after 300 cycles at 1 A g−1).

Due to their porous structure, with high SSA and good con-
ductive features, MOF-derivative frameworks, such as MOF-
derived carbon99,110,111 and metal compound/carbon
composite,112,113 have been investigated as profitable tem-
plates for the growth of metal sulfides, forming desirable hier-
archical structures. Lim et al. grew WS2 nanosheets onto a
Prussian blue-derived nitrogen-doped carbon nanocubic
framework (NCF) through a solvothermal method to prepare
cubic-shaped WS2@NCF nanostructures with vertical rose
petal-like layers.111 Because of good electrochemical transport
properties resulting from the nanostructured hierarchical
scaffolding and the highly conductive nature of the carbon
framework, the as-prepared WS2@NCF exhibited a good
cycling stability (0.1% capacity fading per cycle over 500 cycles)
and high rate capacities of 384 and 151 mA h g−1 at 0.1 and
5 A g−1, respectively. SnS2 nanosheets coating on hollow cubic
CoS2/C (CoS2/C@SnS2) composites with a hollow structure
were fabricated using Co-MOFs as the starting material based
on a two-step synthesis.113 The Co-MOFs were first converted
to Co9S8 via solvothermal sulfuration and subsequent anneal-
ing, which acted as a substrate for solvothermal coating of the
SnS2 nanosheets. When used as anode materials for SIBs, the
CoS2/C@SnS2 delivered excellent cycling stability and rate
capability, which maintained a high specific capacity of
400 mA h g−1 after 3500 cycles at 10 A g−1.

5. Other materials

Intensive efforts have been made to extend the use of versatile
MOFs to the structural design of many other materials, such
as metal selenides,114,115 metal phosphides,25,26 metal
carbides116,117 carbon nitride,118 etc.

5.1 Metal selenides

Recently, metal selenides, such as CoSe2, MoSe2 and ZnSe,
have shown great potential as anode materials for SIBs
because of their high theoretical capacity and excellent electro-
chemical performance.24,115 Metal selenides working on a con-
version mechanism are reversibly converted to Na2Se in a way
that is similar to that of metal oxides and metal sulfides. The
metal (M)–Se bond is even weaker than the M–O and M–S
bond and the discharge product (Na2Se) of metal selenides
also exhibits a better conductivity than Na2O or Na2S.

119 As a
result, metal selenides usually deliver a higher kinetic reactiv-
ity, as well as better rate capability, than their oxide and
sulfide counterparts. However, the significant volume change
during cycling and the inadequate electrical conductivity of
the selenides still hinder their application.120,121 As a conse-
quence, great efforts have been devoted to designing rational
nanostructures to solve these problems, and MOFs have played
a remarkable role in this field. Several selenization methods,

Fig. 14 (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis process. (b) Cycling
performance (at 100 mA g−1) and (c) rate capability of the ZnS-Sb2S3@C
core–shell SIB anodes. Adapted with permission from ref. 28. Copyright
(2018) American Chemical Society.
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such as thermal, hydrothermal and two-step selenization, have
been developed to prepare metal selenide nanostructures from
MOFs.

In a typical thermal selenization process, MOFs mixed with
selenium powder are calcinated at elevated temperatures and
transformed to metal selenides.23,24,122 Yolk–shell CoSe/C
mesoporous dodecahedra were successfully prepared by Zhang
et al. through annealing ZIF-67 with selenium powder in an Ar
atmosphere.23 During the annealing process, CoSe nano-
particles were formed in situ via reaction between the cobalt
species in ZIF-67 and the selenium powder, and the organic
species were simultaneously pyrolyzed to nitrogen-doped
carbon. In a revised thermal selenization method, annealing
of the mixture of MOFs and selenium powder was conducted
in a vacuum. In this case, the processes of carbonization, sele-
nization and selenium vapour deposition took place simul-
taneously, resulting in the formation of selenium/selenide/
carbon composites, as reported by Yang et al.114 They achieved
a record high Se content of 76 wt% for Se-based materials and,
thus, enhanced capacity and rate capability (490 and 384 mA h
g−1 at 0.1 and 2.0 A g−1), as well as excellent cycle stability (no
decay over 700 cycles at 2 A g−1), which is ascribed to the domi-
nant capacitive behaviour and the robust MOF-derived
structure.

The selenization of MOFs can also be carried out under
hydrothermal conditions.119,123 Lou’s group reported a two-
step ion exchange method based on a hydrothermal process to
synthesize selenides from Co–Co Prussian blue analogue
microcubes and doped Cu ions, and, finally, hierarchical Cu-
doped CoSe2 microboxes assembled by ultrathin nanosheets
were fabricated.123 Due to their unique structural and compo-
sitional advantages, the Cu-doped CoSe2 microboxes demon-
strated enhanced sodium storage properties, with a high
reversible capacity (492 mA h g−1), good rate capability
(185 mA h g−1 at 3 A g−1) and long-term cycle stability (94%
capacity retention over 500 cycles). In an alternative approach,
metal selenides were prepared from MOFs through a two-step
selenization method, where MOFs were subjected to successive
carbonization and selenization.124–126 Inherited from the struc-
ture of the carbonized MOFs, the as-obtained metal selenides
usually show a structure consisting of metal selenide nano-
particles encapsulated in a porous carbon framework. Pan
et al. fabricated a composite consisting of CoSe nanoparticles
uniformly dispersed in porous carbon polyhedra (CoSe@PCP)
using this two-step strategy, as shown in Fig. 15.115 When used
as an anode material for SIBs, the CoSe@PCP delivered
superior performance, with a high reversible capacity (341 mA
h g−1 after 100 cycles at 0.1 A g−1), good rate capability
(208 mA h g−1 at 4 A g−1) and excellent cycling stability
(capacity fading of 0.2% per cycle over 500 cycles), benefiting
from the synergistic effect of nanostructured CoSe and PCP.

5.2 Metal phosphides

Metal phosphides have drawn much attention as promising
anode materials for SIBs due to their high theoretical
specific capacity, low cost and relatively low intercalation

potential.127,128 They store Na ions by producing NaPy during
repeated charge–discharge cycles. However, the huge volume
change during cycling, and inferior electronic conductivity,
normally result in rapid capacity decay and sluggish kinetics
for these materials. Several strategies, such as rational design
of nanostructures and composites with carbon, have been
reported to address the above issues. Among them, a MOF-
derivative strategy should be the most simple and effective to
prepare high-performance metal phosphides, such as CoP,129

FeP130 and Sn4P3.
131 A nanocomposite consisting of CoP

nanoparticles uniformly embedded in N-doped carbon
nanosheets was fabricated via a simple one-step calcination
of Co-based MOFs with red phosphorus.26 Because of the
nanoscale CoP particle size, robust P–C bonding and highly
conductive carbon nanosheets, the composite exhibited a
high capacity (598 mA h g−1 at 0.1 A g−1), fast kinetics
(174 mA h g−1 at 20 A g−1) and a long cycle life (98.5%

Fig. 15 FESEM images of (a and b) ZIF-67, (c and d) Co@PCP and (e and
f) CoSe@PCP at different magnifications. (g, h and i) HRTEM images of
CoSe@PCP at different magnifications. ( j) Galvanostatic charge and dis-
charge profiles in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 50th cycles at 100 mA g−1. (k)
Rate performance and (l) cycling performance at 100 mA g−1 of
CoSe@PCP. Reprinted from ref. 115, Copyright (2017), with permission
from Elsevier.
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capacity retention after 900 cycles at 1 A g−1). The same group
further studied the sodium storage mechanisms and found
that the composite structure showed an important impact on
the charge mechanism. It was demonstrated that CoP under-
went a conversion mechanism during the first discharge, to
form Co metal nanoparticles and Na3P. If the CoP particles
are small enough and well confined by the carbon matrix, the
conversion reaction (Co + Na3P − 3e− → CoP + 3Na+) preferen-
tially occurs during the first charge process. Otherwise, the
de-alloying reaction (Na3P − 3e− → P + 3Na+) occurs during
the first charge process. In work reported by Yang’s group,25

a porous FeP/C nanostructure was synthesized through low-
temperature phosphorization of Prussian blue analogues
with the presence of sodium hypophosphite. Due to the
highly porous nanocubic structure with FeP nanoparticles
distributed in the carbon scaffold, the as-obtained FeP/C
composite showed remarkable sodium storage performance
in terms of high capacity (410 mA h g−1 at 100 mA g−1), excel-
lent rate capability and long cycle life.

6. Conclusions and perspectives

Exploring advanced electrode materials for SIBs is currently of
great interest. Recently, MOFs have been extensively used as
precursors or templates to design and fabricate colourful
nanostructures. Materials prepared based on MOFs typically
show nanoscaled particle size, well-developed porosity, as well
as designable microstructure and morphology, which make
them particularly attractive as promising electrode materials
for SIBs. In this review, recent progress on MOF-based
materials, including carbons, metal oxides, sulfides and
others, as anode materials for SIBs is summarized. Through
optimization of the precursor and the preparation process,
such as calcination temperature, MOF-derived carbon
materials with designed microstructure, porosity and mor-
phology have been fabricated and showed outstanding electro-
chemical performance in terms of capacity, rate capability and
cycling stability in SIBs, as a result of their desirable struc-
tures. Metal oxides derived from MOFs, including TiO2, cobalt-
based oxides, binary metal oxides and many others, showed
diverse nanostructures, such as a typical nanocomposite struc-
ture consisting of metal oxide nanoparticles embedded in a
porous carbon matrix. These nanostructures are beneficial to
effectively buffer the volume change and improve the charge
transfer as well as the mass transportation. As a result, these
MOF-derived metal oxides show enhanced sodium storage per-
formance with good rate capability and cycling stability.
Moreover, several strategies, including an additional carbon
matrix, such as graphene, and defect chemistry, etc. have been
employed to further improve the performance of MOF-derived
metal oxides. In addition, metal sulfides, selenides and phos-
phides with versatile structures have also been prepared from
MOFs using similar strategies, and they have delivered remark-
able electrochemical performances when applied as anode
materials in SIBs.

Although tremendous progress on the development of
MOF-based electrode materials for SIBs has been demon-
strated, many challenges still remain and hinder the appli-
cation of these materials in practice. First, large-scale pro-
duction of MOF-derived materials needs to be further explored
to ensure that high-quality products are achieved. Aimed at
this, the transformation process from MOFs to various target
materials needs to be further studied. Second, most of the as-
obtained MOF-derived materials exhibit a low initial coulom-
bic efficiency (typically less than 60%) because of a high SSA
and defect surface, which is far from the practical standard of
85%. Efforts in surface chemistry or pre-sodiation techniques
should be made to alleviate this mismatch. Third, the stacking
density as well as the specific stacked volume capacity are very
important in many applications and are normally related to
the processability of the electrode materials. These features
need to be carefully taken into account for these MOF-derived
materials, because of their high porous nanostructure. Finally,
to achieve a high working voltage for a full cell, a low insertion
potential is preferred for the anode materials. Future develop-
ments in MOF-derived electrode materials should focus pri-
marily on low potential insertion materials, such as carbon,
TiO2 and metal phosphides, etc. Nevertheless, with sustained
research efforts devoted to these fields, great opportunities
exist to realize the practical applications of MOF-derived
materials in SIBs.
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